Manufacturer: Keystone Folding Box Co.
Model: Key-Pak F1
ASTM Type: VIII

Description:

This is a semi-rigid blister non-reclosable package (Figure 1A and 1B). The package consists of a paperboard blistercard enclosing a semi-rigid, foil backed blister. The package may have an attached cover to permit additional instructions (see arrow Figure 1B). The blister cavities protrude through a hole in the front of the card (see arrow Figure 2). The back of the card has perforations through which products are dispensed (Figure 3). Thermoformed or cold-formed blisters may be used.
The package is opened by pushing a black half-circle through the back of the card with a key, pen, or thumbnail (Figure 4A). The card is turned over and the now exposed tab is peeled back (see arrow in Figure 4B) to expose the foil backing (Figure 4C). The tablet is then pushed through the foil backing out the back of the card (Figure 4C).

The manufacturer's instructions inside the front cover of the card are below (Figure 5).

Instructions:

1. Push through black half-circle with car key, back of pen, or thumbnail.

2. Turn card over and peel tab to expose foil.

3. Push on plastic blister to dispense.

The instructions on the front of the card (card with blisters) are below (Figure 6):

PUSH (the text is located inside the black half-circle)